Hydrogen is expected to be the clean and sustainable fuel as well as the most promising energy carrier. Water splitting using polymer electrolyte membrane have studied numerically and experimentally for producing hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis in conjunction with intermittent renewable energies. In this study, a control-oriented model for polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzer are developed to calculate mole balance and electrochemical reaction between at the anode and at the cathode. Numerical simulations are performed using MATLAB ® and Simulink ® software packages. The electrolyzer test station equipped with flow, temperature and power controllers are manufactured to evaluate the flow and temperature characteristics of circulating water, the uniformity of the pressure over the cell area, then enhance the performance of polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzer. DC power supply can simulate experimentally the power of renewable energies. The numerical and experimental results are capable of characterizing the flow and temperature characteristics of circulating water and enhancing the performance of polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzer, then developing the highly efficient control strategy. This polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzer will be combined with polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell to establish a regenerative fuel cell with the integrated control system.
INTRODUCTION
Global warming and climate change are caused by the soaring energy demand, then needs innovative clean energy sources without greenhouse gas. The climate change 2007 synthesis report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) makes it clear that human beings through carbon emissions have caused global warming and climate change [1] . The International Energy Agency (IEA) requires the next industrial revolution for clean energy products to prepare the soaring energy demand because there is pollution of carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted by burning fossil fuels [2] . Hydrogen is the clean and sustainable in the energy field and use as an energy carrier as well as an energy storage system that harmonizes the fluctuating nature of renewable energies [3] .
Regardless of which future energy resources can be developed, the convenient, clean, safe, efficient and flexible energy carriers are necessary for the energy requirements for delivery to the end users. Energy carriers are energy forms which have been transformed from primary energy sources. Electricity is a convenient form of energy and many advantages to generate cleanly from various energy sources and easy to transport and deliver to the final users, on the other hand, the production of the energy carrier from fossil resources cannot certainly be both clean and sustainable. Hydrogen is also a clean, sustainable, efficient and flexible energy carrier and easily compensates the electricity. The two energy carriers of the electricity and the hydrogen can satisfy all energy requirements in the future which can construct the individual and independent energy systems [4, 5] .
Hydrogen production can have diverse technologies such as reforming of hydrocarbons, the gasification of coal and biomass, the electrolysis of water using nuclear and fossil or renewable energy sources, photocatalytic splitting of water and etc. [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among hydrogen production technologies, the water electrolysis connected with renewable energy sources produces hydrogen and oxygen cleanly because of the highly efficient and pure production of hydrogen and oxygen [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolyzer are considered the most promising technologies for hydrogen generation connected with renewable sources. The PEM electrolyzers have many advantages of simple structure, both efficient and sustainable operation and its ability to operate at high current densities among the different types of electrolyzers. The PEM electrolyzers retain highly pure, efficient and sustainable operation at high current density levels. Electrolysis is the decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen gas because of the passage of an electric current and the reaction has a standard potential of −1.23 V, meaning it ideally requires a potential difference of 1.23 volts to split water. In the PEM electrolyzer experiment, direct current (DC) voltage is supplied from renewable energies. The PEM electrolyzer utilizes a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) to conduct protons from the anode to the cathode while insulating the electrodes electrically. The PEM electrolyzer operate with a very thin membrane while still allowing high pressures, resulting in low ohmic losses, primarily caused by the conduction of hydrogen protons (H + ) across the membrane and recombination at the cathode with the returning electrons (e -) and forms hydrogen. The oxidation and reduction reactions taking place on the anode and the cathode side of PEM electrolyzer is commonly referred to as the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), respectively. At the anode, the liquid water reactant is supplied to catalyst where the supplied water is oxidized to O2, H + and e -. At the cathode, the supplied electrons and the protons that have conducted through the membrane are combined to create gaseous H2 [16] .
Hydrogen generation through water electrolysis from renewable energy is more environmentally friendly, but it is not yet a cost-effective method compared to other technologies. The milestone report of National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in USA suggests that 80% of total hydrogen from large scale electrolyzers is electricity cost. Therefore, improvement in the electrical energy efficiency of the electrolyzers is a matter of prime importance [17] [18] [19] .
A model for PEM electrolyzer systems connected with renewable energies is developed to be suitable for dynamic simulation and analyze its dynamic behaviors in full. A new control-oriented model for PEM electrolyzer calculates mole balance and electrochemical reaction between at subsystems the anode and at the cathode. The model can optimize the PEM electrolyzer and determine the control strategy that can assure highly efficient, reliable and durable operation of the PEM electrolyzer system. The flow and temperature characteristics of circulating water are evaluated in order to optimize design and operation of PEM electrolyzer in the channel during gas production at the macro-scale. The effect of the flow and temperature characteristics on the cell performance was investigated experimentally, then the optimal flow rate and temperature of the circulating water are evaluated based on mass balance analysis. The numerical and experimental results are used to optimize PEM electrolyzer and to determine the control strategy. PEM electrolyzer of hydrogen generation developed in this study will combine with PEM fuel cell of electricity production to establish a regenerative fuel cell (RFC) with integrated control system using intermittent electric power from renewable energies. As shown in Fig. 1 , the RFC is composed of PEM electrolyzer which produces hydrogen and oxygen from renewables and water and PEM fuel cell which utilizes hydrogen and oxygen, produces and supplies electricity to industrial or residential load in the form of distributed power generation. If photovoltaic systems remains matching the sun dependent power supply with the time dependent power demand of the residence. More specifically, the RFC as an energy storage system be used in conjunction with the solar photovoltaic system, as shown in Fig. 2 . During daytime, photovoltaic system supplies electricity sufficiently to meet the residential load and next to operate the electrolyzer mode of RFC. The PEM electrolyzer in RFC takes in electricity and water to produce and store hydrogen and oxygen. During nighttime, without solar energy, the PEM fuel cell in RFC takes in stored hydrogen and oxygen to produce and supply electricity to the residence.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Numerical simulation for PEM electrolyzer is a cost-effective method to predict the dynamic behavior for converting renewable electric energy and water into hydrogen and oxygen. The PEM electrolyzer leads to reduced operational costs, especially for systems coupled with very dynamic and variable renewable energy sources. For this reason, research on PEM electrolyzers and specific PEM electrolyzer models is receiving the global spotlight. A simple model based on Butler-Volmer kinetics covered the electrochemical behavior [19] . A comprehensive dynamic model based on conservation of molar balance at the anode and the cathode was developed [16] , but there is not been experimental validation. A research group developed the model of a 6 kW PEM electrolyzer centering and has predicted its polarization performance using a semi-empirical equation [18, 20] . They derived the equation from thermodynamic principles and Butler-Volmer kinetics. According to the experimental results, they characterized the effects of temperature on the exchange current density at the electrode, the PEM conductivity and transfer coefficient at the anode. Recently a complete model validated on a high pressure PEM electrolyzer presented [21] [22] . These works considered the concentration overpotential created by slow diffusion rates as well as polarization overpotential and the mass transport in electrolytic cells, then made a complex simulation model of the ohmic losses in the components of PEM electrolyzer. The other simulation model also considered the mass transport resistance, that is, concentration overpotential for the reaction kinetics given by the Butler-Volmer equation, then proposed a non-linear least-squares method to identify the parameters of PEM electrolyzer [23] . Even if the effect of temperature on the parameter is unclear, this non-linear least-squares method is very useful for the identification and monitoring. A simple procedure for modeling PEM electrolyzers was presented at the engineering level, especially for atmospheric or low-pressure applications; typical conditions when they are coupled to renewable electric sources [24] . In this study, the model for PEM electrolyzer based on Butler-Volmer kinetics is developed using MATLAB ® /Simulink ® software and validate experimentally the simulation results.
PEM Electrolyzer Modeling
When water is supplied to the anode reaction interface, the oxidation reaction (1) , that is, the OER takes place on the anode side of the PEM electrolyzer. Here the liquid water (H2O) reactant is supplied to catalyst where the supplied water is oxidized to oxygen gas (O2), protons and electrons. The reduction reaction (2) , that is, the HER takes place on the cathode side of a PEM electrolyzer. Here the supplied electrons and the protons that have conducted through the membrane are combined to create gaseous hydrogen gas (H2). Combining either half reaction pair, that is, the overall reaction (3) yields the same overall decomposition of water into oxygen and hydrogen. The number of hydrogen molecules produced is thus twice the number of oxygen molecules. Assuming equal temperature and pressure for both gases, the produced hydrogen gas has therefore twice the volume of the produced oxygen gas. The number of electrons pushed through the water is twice the number of generated hydrogen molecules and four times the number of generated oxygen molecules. The open circuit voltage of an operating PEM electrolyzer is a potential difference of 1.23 volts to split water, as in Eqs. (3) and (4) . The actual value for open circuit voltage can vary because the operation of PEM electrolyzer experiences other voltage losses from internal electrical resistances, proton conductivity and mass transport through the cell and catalyst utilization.
Oxidation at the anode:
Reduction at the cathode:
Overall reaction: 
where aq, n, F are aqueous solution, the number of electrons and Faraday's constant. In pursuance of these reactions, multi-physics phenomena occur simultaneously, such as thermochemical, fluidic, thermal and electrical phenomena. As the involved mechanisms are covering different physical disciplines, they need to be properly decoupled with the balance of plant (BoP) which is composed of various submodels. PEM electrolyzer model needs to be composed of five submodels which are voltage, membrane, anode, cathode and storage submodels. Each submodel considers the dynamic interactions between its components. Voltage submodel calculates the applied voltage level of PEM electrolyzer which includes activation, ohmic and concentration polarization losses. Membrane submodel calculates water content, electro-osmotic transport, water diffusion coefficient and proton conductivity in the membrane. The anode submodel calculates the molar flow rates and partial pressures of oxygen and water. Similarly, the cathode calculates the molar flow rate and partial pressure of hydrogen. Storage submodel performs dynamic storage of electrochemical compression and delivering hydrogen and oxygen, then takes account the initial level and compressibility of hydrogen and oxygen [16] .
Anode Submodel
Electron transfer occurs when an electron relocates from a molecule to another such chemical entity such as hydrogen protons. Electron transfer is a mechanistic description of HER and OER occurred at the anode and the cathode of PEM electrolyzer, respectively. The constitutive equations for simulating anode submodel are described in Table 1 and the Simulink diagram for simulating anode submodel is shown in Fig. 3 . Table 1 . Constitutive equations for modeling anode submodel [16, 26] .
Description

Mathematical expression Eqation
Oxygen flow
Water flow
Outlet oxygen flux ̇O
Oxygen mole fraction
Oxygen pressure
Total pressure
Water pressure
Oxygen generate
Inlet water flux
Outlet water flux
Membrane water flow Faraday efficiency ( ), defined as the relation between the real hydrogen flow rate and the theoretical hydrogen flow rate, is caused by parasitic current losses, and for PEM electrolyzers it is in general assumed to be more than 99% [16, [25] [26] . Table 2 . Constitutive equations for modeling cathode submodel [16, 26] .
Cathode Submodel
Description
Mathematical expression Eqation
Outlet hydrogen flux ̇H
Hydrogen mole fraction
Hydrogen pressure
Hydrogen generate
Membrane water flow Cathode is the electrode where the reduction takes place in electrolyzers by definition. The states of the cathode side of the electrolyzer are hydrogen and water molar hold-ups. The constitutive equations for simulating cathode submodel are described in in equations of Table 2 and the Simulink diagram of cathode submodel is shown in Fig. 4 .
Membrane Submodel
Membrane submodel is indispensable to investigation into the water transport phenomena inside PEM electrolyzer. Two main water flows occur across the membrane as follows: proton (H + ) migrates from the anode to the cathode side by the drag of water molecules, that is, electro-osmotic drag transport; the concentration gradient of water between the anode and cathode arouses back diffusion which prevent against drying of the membrane from the anode side. Table 3 . Constitutive equations for modeling membrane submodel [5, 16] .
Description
Mathematical expression Eqation
Electro-osmotic drag
Electro-osmotic drag coefficient = 0. Two main water flows depend on the hydration state of the membrane. The constitutive equations for simulating membrane submodel are described in equations of Table 3 and the Simulink diagram of membrane submodel is shown in Fig. 5. 
Voltage Submodel
The operating mode depends on the operating conditions such as stack temperature, average current density, operating voltage, steam utilization and the inlet gas composition, as well as materials selection and cell and stack geometry. Table 4 . Constitutive equations for modeling voltage ancillary [16, 28] .
Description
Mathematical expression Eqation
Electrolyzer voltage = + + Ω(37)
Circuit voltage (Nernst Equation)
= 0 + 2 [ln (
Activation polarrization
Water diffusion through the membrane Among all the operating parameters, temperature is the most influential factor on the performance of PEM electrolyzer in both cell voltage and endothermic operation mode. Current density is another influential factor, in both cell voltage and operation mode. The cell voltage of PEM Electrolyzer is the sum of the cell potential at open circuit voltage and three overpotentials composed of activation, ohmic and concentration polarization losses. The constitutive equations for simulating membrane submodel are described in Table 4 and the Simulink diagram of voltage submodel is shown in Fig. 6 .
Storage Submodel
The Produced H2 and O2 by PEM electrolyzer is stored in H2 and O2 bottles. Constant H2 flow fills up the bottle until its pressure reaches up the PEM electrolyzer cathode pressure. Constitutive equations for modeling storage submodel are described in Eq. 42 of Table 5 and the Simulink diagram of storage submodel is shown in Fig. 7 . Table 5 . Constitutive equations for modeling storage submodel [16, 25] .
Description
Mathematical expression Eqation
Storage pressure − , = At higher pressure values it affects the bottle pressure dynamics remarkably. It is assumed that the bottle temperature is constant through the storing process since the process is slow.
Numerical Results and Discussion
In this model, the influences of temperature and current density have been considered in the typical range of temperature (20-80℃) and current density (0-1.4 A/cm 2 ) on PEM electrolysis. The polarization curve of PEM electrolyzer is very important factor in the model and has been modeled voltage as a variable which depends on the input current, the temperature of water and some constitutive internal variables. Fig. 8 shows schematic of PEM electrolyzer storage submodel. Some important assumptions for PEM electrolyzer modeling are considered as follows: (1) pressure effects are neglected because of the coupling with intermittent and variable renewable sources, then high-pressure electrolyzers have no regard. High-pressure electrolyzers coupled with intermittent renewable sources not yet operate normally. The pressurized electrolyzers has many advantages to generate the compressed hydrogen directly into storage, to reduce energy consumption in the compression of H2 and O2 bottles; (2) PEM electrolyzer is assumed to be a uniform temperature distribution; (3) cell voltage is shown as function of input current density and can be produced from the active area of cells; (4) membrane is supposed to be fully hydrated and its conductivity depends on temperature. Table 2 can be confirmed to be double that of oxygen generation calculated in Eq. 13 of Table 1 . 
Cell number 1 (48) Storage submodel shows storage dynamics of the generated hydrogen in a bottle by taking account the initial hydrogen level in it and compressibility of the hydrogen. When current density increases from 0 to 40 A/cm 2 at t = 1,000 s, hydrogen storage pressure is calculated in Eq. 22 of Table 2 and the pressure of hydrogen bottle changes as shown in Fig. 10 . PEM electrolyzer can operated below the safe pressure range of hydrogen bottle and if the pressure of hydrogen bottle reaches the safe pressure range, PEM electrolyzer and input current stop working. Based on the numerical analysis, hydrogen and oxygen produce experimentally with transient current density, then experimental results about the safe pressure range of hydrogen storage pressure analyzed and compare with numerical results. The − polarization curve of PEM electrolyzer is the most important performance from both numerical and experimental results. The polarization curve has been modelled on variable voltage as a function of the input current density (0-1.4 A/cm 2 ) and the temperature of water (20-80℃) and some constitutive internal parameters given in Table 6 . As given in Eq. 36 of Table 4 , the applied voltage of PEM electrolyzer is a sum of the circuit voltage calculated in Nernst equation in Eq. 38 of Table 4 , the activation polarization calculated in Eq. 38 of Table 4 and ohmic polarization calculated in Eq. 39 of Table 4 . The − polarization curves of PEM electrolyzer at different water temperature are shown in Fig. 11 . The applied voltage of PEM electrolyzer is an infinite value at which the current flow starts, = 0 A/cm 2 , increases non-linearly almost up to = 0.05 A/cm 2 , and then can be approximated as linear increase [27] . The slope of this linear curve represents the internal electrical resistance of a PEM electrolyzer cell and this approach has been applied and tested [28] . Simulink diagram of PEM electrolyzer based on mass balance analysis for evaluating the optimal flow rate of the circulating water is added to the model, as shown in Fig. 12 . However, if flow rate of hydrogen generation on molar basis exceed that of the introduced water, Simulink diagram of PEM electrolyzer based on mass balance analysis failed to calculate the optimal flow rate of the circulating water, as shown in Fig. 13 . Therefore, evaluation for the flow characteristics of circulating water in the channel during gas production at the macro-scale can be used to optimize the design and operation of a PEM electrolyzer and investigate the effect of the flow characteristics on the cell performance experimentally.
EXPERIMENT
PEM electrolyzer is designed to operate over a wide range of input powers, then lead to utilize efficiently renewable power sources which are intermittent and variable in nature. One of the most promising options for producing hydrogen from a clean renewable energy source is via electrolysis coupled with a solar generator [29] . In the previous paper, PEM electrolyzer system is investigated experimentally to produce hydrogen and oxygen from water and programmable power supply simulated PV including numerous support components as well as external connections for electrical supply, water supply and drain, hydrogen and oxygen storage. The assemblage of these components is generally referred to as the BOP.
PEM electrolyzer is an electrochemical device to convert electricity and water into hydrogen and oxygen, then these gases can be used as a means to store energy for later use. These uses can range from electrical grid stabilization from dynamic electrical sources, that is, renewable power generation to distributed hydrogen production as a fuel for fuel cell vehicles. The PEM electrolyzer utilizes a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) to conduct protons from the anode to the cathode while insulating the electrodes electrically. A portion of the required energy for a sustained electrolysis reaction is supplied by thermal energy and the remainder is supplied through electrical energy. The OER takes place on the anode side of a PEM electrolyzer. Here the liquid water reactant is supplied to catalyst where the supplied water is oxidized to oxygen, protons and electrons, while the HER takes place on the cathode side of a PEM electrolyzer. Here the supplied electrons and the protons that have conducted through the membrane are combined to create gaseous hydrogen. The PEM electrolyzer is coupled with a solar panel for the production of hydrogen, however the solar panel could be replaced with any source of electricity. The produced hydrogen and oxygen can permeate across the membrane, referred to as crossover. The flow rates of hydrogen and oxygen production depend on the amount of DC power which supply to the PEM electrolyzer. The required voltage and current are specified when an electric potential is applied to the cell number and area of the PEM electrolyzer [9] .
Experimental Setup
High purity liquid water flow into the anode, which dissociates into molecular oxygen (O2), protons (H + ) and electrons (e -). Solvated protons formed at the anode migrate through the membrane to the cathode, which are reduced to molecular hydrogen (H2). While protons pass across the membrane, water molecules accompany the protons through the membrane from the anode to the cathode by an electric field. If the above membrane technology is applied, PEM electrolyzer uses pure water as the circulation fluid, which brings about a simpler BoP and a lower leak current. Moreover, gaseous products of H2 and O2 are produced at the backside of interpolar field, which leads to a lower ohmic loss and a higher purity of gases.
The uncombined water is resupplied to the cell, thus water is vitally recirculated between the anode and the accumulator by a circulation pump. This pump capacity can be determined based on both the pressure drop and the flow rate of the circulating water. Without general standard for the flow rate, a typical flow rate might be around ten times more than that of the water consumed at the anode [30] . In consideration of the configuration of PEM electrolyzer, there are some specific properties required for the membrane electrolyte such as proton conductivity, low gas permeability, chemical and mechanical stability, low cost and high durability. PEM electrolyzer is operated and measured by the PEM electrolyzer test station, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15 [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . The PEM electrolyzer is a single cell with the active area of 25 cm 2 which has the same as the components, but is dissimilar to PEM fuel in the properties of membrane electrode assembly (MEA). In order to control and measure the input power, operating temperature and water flow rate of PEM electrolyzer, the BOP system of PEM electrolyzer is organized by the numerous support components such as programmable power supply simulated PV, external connections for electrical supply, water supply and drain, hydrogen and oxygen storage. All data are controlled and recorded by a data acquisition system (DEWE-5000) for further analysis.
PEM Electrolyzer Test Station
Liquid water is fed from water tank by an adjustable peristaltic pump (Laing D5 vario) and the flow rate of introduced water is adjusted to testing value by liquid mass flow controller (Bronkhorst Mini Cori Flow Controller). Relief valve (OSCAR E292L) is used to return the water blocked in the liquid mass flow controller to the water tank and prevent the pump overload. Flow diagram of water flow control component is shown in Fig. 16 and the detailed design and manufacture of the electrically heating water tank is shown in Fig. 17 . Operating temperature is feedback-controlled from electrically heating (MTOPS TAPE) water tank to cartridge heating PEM electrolyzer with thermocouples (K-type) and multi temperature control system designed by TPR and PID temperature controller. Flow diagram of temperature control component is shown in Fig. 19 and all nine thermocouples installed in the PEM electrolyzer system are calibrated by a thermostat of Platinum Resistance Thermometer (Sotech 262) and the temperature calibration curves and equations are known. Programmable DC power supply (Agilent 8735A, 30V 110A 3.3kW) is used to control the PEM electrolyzer for dissociating the water into hydrogen and oxygen and can provide with programmable logic controller over a wide range of input powers, allowing it to utilize intermittent renewable power sources according to time and weather conditions. Electric load (Kikusui PLZ334W) is used to prevent the reversal of current unconsumed in the PEM electrolyzer. The input and remaining powers are controlled and recorded by a data acquisition system.
Hydrogen and oxygen leaves the PEM electrolyzer mixed with water, therefore, two phases have to be separated with cooling chamber and water separator. After separating the water, both gases are dried to measure the amount of the gases correctly. Regulator (Crown GSV1) is used to control the pressures of hydrogen and oxygen inside the PEM electrolyzer. The flow rates of hydrogen and oxygen are measured with a gas mass flow controller (Kofloc 3660). Flow diagram of hydrogen and oxygen measure component is shown in Fig. 20 and the detailed design and manufacture of the cooling chamber is shown in Fig. 21 . The generated pressures of hydrogen and oxygen gases are measured by pressure sensor (Autonics PSAN) and both gases are compressed to store in pressure bottles of 1.4 L and 7 bar. Compressor is operated strictly at optimal pressure between the small sized gas mass flow controller and the large sized pressure bottle. Flow diagram of hydrogen and oxygen storage component is shown in Fig. 22 . Table 7 shows a summary of sensor and equipment shown in the control system for the test station. When electric power is necessary, PEM fuel cell utilizes hydrogen and oxygen stored in pressure bottle and produces electricity. Regenerative fuel cell, which comprises of PEM electrolyzer and PEM fuel cell, can provide electric power sustainably in the form of distributed generation by smartly combining with renewable energies.
Single Cell PEM Electrolyzer
PEM electrolyzer is a single cell with the active area of 25 cm 2 which has the same as components, but is different properties of MEA from PEM fuel cell. As shown in Fig. 23 , the configuration of PEM electrolyzer is organized MEA including membrane, catalyst layers (CLs), gas diffusion layers (GDLs), gaskets and bipolar plates (BPs) including flow channels, current collectors and end plates. Some influential factors related to the processes of preparing the MEAs including the electrocatalyst loading of platinum (Pt)/iridium (Ir) and the Nafion ® content at the anode and the thicknesses of PEM and GDLs affect the performance of PEM electrolyzer [38] . MEA is prepared in a way that catalytic electrodes are hot pressed to both surfaces of the membrane. Nafion ® 115 is used as the MEA which is an assembly of anode, PEM and cathode. Electrocatalysts at the anode and the cathode use Pt/Ir loading of 3.0 mg/cm 2 in proportion of 9:1 and Pt loading of mg/cm 2 , respectively. To prevent possible corrosion, titanium paper (MFTL-7) is used as the GDL at the anode, whereas carbon paper (Toray 060) is used as the GDL at the cathode. Fig. 24 shows the photographs of the 5 layer MEA assembly at the anode and cathode used in this study. The two major functions of GDLs which are similar to a current collector are the electric conduction between the electrode and the bipolar plate as well as the efficient gas transport from the electrode to the BPs. To investigate the influence of the flow characteristics on the cell performance and pressure drop, PEM electrolyzer is experimentally evaluated for four different BPs, each different flow field; (a) 5-pass 4-turn serpentine flow field, (b) 1-pass 24-turn serpentine flow field, (c) 2-pass 12-turn serpentine flow field and (d) 25-pass parallel flow field, when the flow filed of the both electrode sides is the same. The serpentine flow field among four different BPs is actively and repeatedly occurred vertical upward and downward compared to the parallel flow field. Although the flow rate is kept constant, the 5-pass 4-turn serpentine flow field in the channel become the most efficient among three serpentine flow fields [39] . Therefore, the numerical analysis-based design of the BP with 5-pass 4-turn serpentine flow field is used in this study.
As shown in Figure 14 , both thermocouples inserted in the body and electric heaters on the cover plates of the cell control the temperature of the cell. DC power for splitting water is supplied from a power source to the cell through current collector and cell voltage was measured at each current density. In order to minimize ohmic loss, the current collector is made of aluminum coated with copper and designed considering the combination with end plate as shown in Fig. 25 .
The design of end plate affects the performance of GDL when clamping the cell, therefore, need to be optimized for increasing the mass transfer through the GDL and reducing the contact resistance inside the cell. The end plate used in this study is designed optimally to have the uniform pressure over the cell area and minimize the deformations of the membrane, the GDL and the gaskets, as shown in Fig. 25 . Three ranges of pressure measurement film (Fujifilm, two-sheet type, 0.2-0.6/0.5-2.5/2.5-10 MPa, ±10%) are used to evaluate the uniformity of the pressure over the cell area. The testing results of the pressure distribution over the cell area show the optimal clamping force of 92.5 kgf. Before the experiment, the pressure distribution over the cell area is always confirmed to be uniform at the clamping force of 92.5 kgf. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
Both the influences of current density and temperature on voltage change and the influences of the temperature change in water flow at 80℃ representing the highest performance current density on current density and producing flow rate of hydrogen and oxygen are measured to verify the theoretical performance of PEM electrolyzer. The − polarization curve for current density and temperature fluctuation shown in Fig. 26 , shows when the current density is 0, cell voltage starts from 1.48 V. As the current density increase, the cell voltage is increase too. As the rise of temperature, the cell voltage is decrease. In this study, the result of experiment show that the increase of temperature affect to minimize the polarization loss and the electrolyzer can produce same amount of hydrogen by using less electric power. Also Fig. 26 has similar pattern with numerical result of Fig. 11 . So we can roughly expect to current density and temperature fluctuation. Figure 27 . Experimental effects of current density and water flow rate on the flow rates of hydrogen and oxygen produced in PEM electrolyzer. Fig. 27 shows that when the temperature of both PEM electrolyzer and water is kept 80℃, the increase of hydrogen flow is about two times more than oxygen flow through the producing flow rate of hydrogen and oxygen as water flow rate and current density change. As for the flow rate of water is changed and supplied to cell, we can find the decrease of water flow reduces the flow rates of hydrogen and oxygen on both the oxygen and hydrogen sides, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the Simulink model is designed for a PEM electrolyzer based on the model of electrochemical reaction and conservation of mole balance at the anode and cathode. Through the designed model, we perform simulations to analyze performance change according to the change of temperature and current density. We confirm that analytical result to make experimental equipment and carry out the experiment. As the current density increases, the high pressure is loaded and amount of products, hydrogen and oxygen, are increase.
As the temperature is increased, the polarization loss will decrease. So the electrolyzer can produce 2 times the flow rate of hydrogen more than that of oxygen by using the same electric power. Also, both analytical result and experimental result of − polarization curve have similar pattern so we can use analytical model to expect rough performance about current density, temperature and flow rates. Henceforth, an in-depth study will be needed to provide the correlation between the water supplied to PEM electrolyzer and the performance of PEM electrolyzer. 
NOMENCLATURE
